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TANDEM ?
WHAT DOES THIS WORD EVOKE IN YOU?

Tandem?
Do you have a bicycle in
mind?

• where two people are
lined up one behind
another, both facing the
same direction and not
being able to move
without the other?

In our project TANDEM stands for…

• A Tandem of activities between the Dual Career Advice and
Integration Services at ETH Zurich Faculty Office and at the
University of Copenhagen International Staff Mobility Office
AND
• The EURAXESS Service Centers in Bratislava, Tartu and Zurich

In our project TANDEM stands for…

“Talent and extended Mobility in
the European Innovation Union”
• What does it mean and what were the project plans ?
• What do we wanted to achieve and what are the benefits for
the EURAXESS Network ?

EURAXESS facilitates mobility in Europe….

• The Tandem project
wants to strengthen the
EURAXESS activities by
adding a complimentary
focus on dual career and
integration aspects.

What is EURAXESS?

What do we understand by dual career and
integration ?

• Dual Career Couple: A couple where both partners
pursue a career and aim to have a gainful employment.
They may work in either academia or outside.
• Integration Initiatives are related to the questions after
an international move which are relevant for the wellbeing and settling of the new hires and their families in
the new place.

Why dual career aspects?
• A growing number of young researchers are on the move
as dual career couples.
• The universities and research institutions have to address
this fact if they want to attract talented young
researchers.
• The attractiveness of universities and research institutions
is no longer defined just by an excellent research
environment, but by additional practical integration
factors and most of all career prospects for both partners.

International personnel at ETH Zurich

Non-Swiss employees in 2013:

small country with limited talent pool
 immigration country (23.3 % in 2012)

•Faculty: 66% (1969 12% / 1989
34%)
•PhDs 63%
•Scientists: 64%
•Students: 37%

From talent scouting to real talent’s support
The main aim of the TANDEM project was to:
• analyse the mobility obstacles of researchers and their
partners and family members, and
• show various strategic and institutional ways of
minimizing them.
 A special focus lied on talents’ support on a postdoctoral
level and on female researchers in academic careers.
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The specific objectives included:
1. Analysis of current DCIS and how they can be adapted
to different career steps, i.e. varying needs of the
researchers
2. Creation of a modular system adaptable to different
institutions and their characteristics
3. Focus on countries in the TANDEM-research consortium
with a trend to brain drain by studying how DCIS could
positively influence and support brain circulation
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Method
• Literature analysis

• Structured qualitative analysis
o Each country pursued interviews in order to capture
peculiarities
• Quantitative data analysis: Survey
o Majority of questions for all countries -> comparability

o Specific parts that were individualised for single countries
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Participating
countries
Country

Number of respondents (N)

Denmark

214

Estonia

58

Greece

29

Slovakia

46

Switzerland

976

Austria

44

Germany

161

Finland

58

Norway

114

Sweden

327

USA

111

Spain

63

UK

55

France

48

Italy
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Participating countries continued…
Country

Number of respondents (N)

Ukraine

26

The Netherlands

22

Canada

18

Poland

17

Belgium

15

Portugal

13

Israel

12

India

11

Russia

10

Australia

10

...
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Discussion
• Mobility affects researchers’ private life plans -> being mobile already
conflict in itself
• Social aspects are most challenging
o with children: completely reliant on third party
o help with childcare & unlimited work contracts next to flexible work
hours are most preferred -> limited work contracts make it difficult to
plan the private future

• Researchers with children indicate to have fewer publications and to
progress their career slower
o Dual career services would help to improve dissatisfying situation for
dual career couples
=> Improve situation in all countries in order not to shrink the talent pool in
Europe
June 2014
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Conclusion
•

DCIS vary widely between European countries
o DCIS commits researchers to institution & helps to extend talent pool

•

Countries will remain highly reliable on migration within scientific field (talent
shortfall)
o Assist mobility or slightly shift focus from mobility -> science policy
o Better adapt situation to female researchers -> fix the leaky pipeline
o Do not forget to promote your own talents
o Take better advantage of highly educated partners of first hires

•

Effort from both sides (researcher and institution) are needed for successful
private as well as professional integration
o Problem: country restrictions

=> Expectations from the researchers’ side and the possibilities from the
institutional side seem not to be too far away from each other
June 2014
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First results: Country specific brochures
• Out of the survey: Identified
Country Issues
• Country specific
recommendations & action
plan

www.euraxess-tandem.eu/publications/

Identified Country Issues - Switzerland
• Housing and Childcare are the major obstacles for international
researchers shortly after their arrival
• Language and Culture issues rank as a main obstacle faced by nearly a
quarter of internationals.
• Social and Professional Integration is a major challenge for
internationals in a perceived «closed society» that makes it difficult to
get in touch with local and thus makes it difficult to integrate.
• Dual Career Services could make a crucial difference because most
doctoral and postdoctoral researchers have partners that are
professionaly ambitious.
 Action Plan for short-term issues and for longer-term issues

Identified Country Issues - Estonia
• Language and Culture issues rank as major obstable faced by 45% of
internationals.
• Housing is another obstacle faced by 18% of respondents
• Admininstrative and Bureacratic Issues are the next big obstacle that
13% of foreigners face. The biggest problem is that information is not
available in a desired language.
• Employer and working environment related problems were metnioned
by 13% of respondents.
 Action Plan for practical, social and cultural issues

Every country and every institution is different…
• ….. so the need different DCIS – Strategies and diffent ways of
implementaion

 So we decided to develop a modular system.

The benefit for EURAXESS and others
TANDEM
• provides a variety of
building bricks of dual
career and integration
initiatives….

• ….which can be used by
each EURAXESS member as
service moduls according
to the national or local
specific needs, goals, as
well as social and cultural
border conditions.

The benefit for EURAXESS
TANDEM
• recommends the
EURAXESS network on
the adequate and
sustainable use of the
modular building bricks of
Dual Career and
Integration modules.

• Country specific brochures
• Recommendations of how to
use the «modules» / «bricks»

Result: Modules - How to use them?
• Definition of a set of bricks/modules including both dual career and
integration measures
• Institution can choose their bricks and work with them
• Recommendations of how to use the bricks
• Institution should use the bricks based on the measures which fit their
specific country situation:
 Definition of criteria:
• WHY: what is the added value?
• PHASE/STAGE: when should the researcher get the service? How often?
• RESOURCES: what does it cost? Money? Time? Human Resources?
• WHO: should offer the service?
• TARGET GROUP: first hire, second hire, both, spouse/partner
• METHOD: how should this measure be applied? What is crucial?
• IMPORTANCE: colour system “traffic light”

Specific classification of the modules
Each institution assigns the module with a specific colour which matches its
current situation
Red Module/Brick

Essential to have measures

Orange Module/Brick

Important to have measures

Green Module/Brick

Nice to have measures

The Modules
DUAL CAREER AND
INTEGRATION SERVICES

EXPLAIN
FUNDING
POSSIBILITIES

DATABASE:
FUNDING
POSSIBILITIES

WELCOME
PACKAGE

PERSONAL
ASSISTANCE
WITH:
VISA/PERMIT/
CONTRACT

LANGUAGE
TRAINING

WEBSITES
WITH
JOB
ENGINES

PROMOTE
EURXESS JOB
POARTAL

DATABASE:
CHILDECARE
& SCHOOLS

DATABASE:
FUNDING
POSSIBILITIES

INSTITUTION

Contact keeping and networking moduls:
Build your own Dual Career and Integration Strategy

•
•
•
•
•
•

Social media groups, other networks
Newsletters for researchers abroad
Specialised forum/blogs
Online tools with professional focus: webinars
Alumni associations
Representation abroad: e.g. cooperation with EURAXESS Links

Assistance with identification of job opportunities modules
Build your own Dual Career and Integration Strategy

• Database: (reintegration) funding possibilities
• Job vacancies outside home institution
• Personal assistance: Support with international, national, local and
internal funding possibilities
• Workshops and events abroad (general and professional)

Assistance in reintegration process Modules I
Build your own Dual Career and Integration Strategy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Database: childcare facilities and schools
Personal assistance: spouses and family
Personal assistance (taxation/social and health insurance)
Mentorship programme
Websites with job engines
CV check and personal assistance with funding possibilities
Volunteering platform for spouses/partners
Networking for family members
Social spouse programme

Assistance and reintegration proecess modules II
Build your own Dual Career and Integration Strategy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Language training for the spouses and family members
Reference to local unemployment agencies
Workshop: How to find a job in country
Letter of reference for employer of first hire (door opener)
Newsletter with job openings
Workshop: How to define career goals/assessment
Website to publish CV of second hires
Career coach for spouses/partners

H

resources /
service level

Workshop: How to define
career goals/assessment

Welcome event
with first/second
hire, buddy
Cultural awarness training
Language
training

Setup, promote & check internal
hiring policy/dual career strategy
M

Support with
administration

Database: places for
childcare/school &
information in the
education system
L

Website: tax/social
security/insurances/
work conditions
Info in English
(website, forms, …)

Feedback: social event
with first/second hire,
buddy

Social/spouse
programme
CV check
Buddy
system

Social media
groups/networking

Letter of reference
from employer of first
hire (door opener)
Website to publish
CV of second hires
Newsletter with regular job
openings for second hire
Explain funding possibilities

Promote Euraxess
job portal

Support with
visa/permit/contract

move

Workshop: How to network
in Switzerland (linkedin,
xing)
Workshop: How to find a job
in Switzerland

Database
temporary/permanent
housing/relocation
support

Newsletter

Modules/Switzerland

Newsletter

Websites with job
engines

3 months

Newsletter

Reference to local
unemployment agencies

6 months

12 months

Recommendations - How to use the modules?

e.g. Module: Support with funding possibilities
While funding database provides general information about
the existing possibilities, personal assistance should
encourage the researcher to actively get involved in
pursuing them.
• Such assistance might include “tailor-made” screening of funding
opportunities, so that only the funding schemes which are relevant for
specific researcher are identified
• It can also include support with the preparation of the proposal, assistance
with the administrative issues related to its submission and communication
with funding bodies
• The management of the expectations is crucial. State clearly, what kind of
assistance in the application process could be expected. Do not make false
hope on success rates and explain the decision making process of the funding
agency.

The TANDEM Consortium
5 Partners
• Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
(Coordinator)
• Centre for Research and Technology Hellas, CERTH, Greece
• Slovak Academic Information Agency, SAIA, Slovak Republic
• University of Tartu, TARTU, Estonia
• University of Copenhagen, KO, Denmark
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